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1. Classical invariant theory is concerned with the action of linear groups
on spaces of algebraic forms and the algebraic invariants under such
actions; in this paper we are concerned with one of the simplest of such
spaces, the space of binary forms of given degree, and one of the simplest
invariants, the discriminant of the form. We prove in particular that if
Do is a given integer then there are only finitely many GL2(Z)-orbits of
binary forms / of given degree n with discriminant D(f) = Do.

Before we state our main theorems, we establish our notation and
recall some standard definitions. First, suppose that f(x, y) = £?-o aix

n~iyi

is a binary form of degree n; if f(x,y) factors as H^=i{<xjx~Pjy)> the
discriminant of/ is

Then D(f) e Z[ao,av ...,an], and D(f) is homogeneous of degree 2(n— 1)
in the sense that D{Xf) = W-»D{f).

If P = (a;, y) h> {ax + by, ex + dy) is a linear transformation, fP(x, y)
denotes the transformed form / (ax + by, ex + dy); so

D(fP) = (detP)»<»-»2)(/).

If 0 is a group of such transformations, and P e 0, we say/ is (^-equivalent
to fP and write / ~ fp; the (2-orbit of/ is the set of g with g ~ / .

a o

THEOREM 2. Let K be a number field with ring of integers oK. Suppose
that we are given a natural number n ^ 2 and a non-zero Do e 0%. Then
there are only finitely many GL2(o)-orbits of binary forms f e 0K[x, y] with
deg(/) = n and D(f) = Do.

This theorem was proved by Hermite ([3]) when K = Q in the cases
n = 2 and 3; for general n, Hermite proved a theorem with deceptively
similar enunciation, but with a different, less natural, 'determinant' in
place of our discriminant; his determinant is skilfully devised so that his
theorem is provable by reduction theory. It turns out that Hermite's
reduction theory is just what is needed to deduce Theorem 2 from
Theorem 1 below—we come back to this in §5. An easy corollary of
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Theorem 2 is that up to the obvious translations by rational integers,
there are only finitely many algebraic integers with given discriminant—
compare with Nagell's paper [10], where this is proved for integers of
degree ^ 4.

Suppose now that S is a finite set of primes of the number field K; os

will always denote the ring of ^-integers of K: a is an ^-integer if a = fi/y
with fl e oK and y a product of powers of primes from 8. The multiplicative
group o | of units of o^ consists accordingly of products of units of oK and
of primes from S.

If f,g 6 K[x,y] we say that f,g are (K,8)-equivalent and write / ~ g
K,S

if there are A e oj and P e GL2(os) so that A/ = gP.

THEOEEM 1. Given K,8 as above and a natural number n ^ 3, there are
only finitely many {K,8)-orbits of forms f e 0z[x,y] with deg(/) = n and

Theorem 1 may be regarded as the zero-dimensional analogue of
Safarevic's conjecture ([12]) that there are only finitely many equivalence
classes of curves over K with given genus g ^ 2 and conductor contained
in 8; it implies Safarevic's conjecture for hyperelliptic curves, see [9].
We understand from Parsin (conversation and [11]) that Safarevic too
has proved his conjecture for hyperelliptic curves, and his proof may well
contain something resembling Theorem 1—but of course we have not
seen it.

We first prove Theorem 1 for 'split forms', in §2. Then, in §3, we
deduce that given K, 8, n there is a finite extension M of K and a set of
primes T of M such that all forms / e oK[x, y] of degree n with D{f) e o |
become split forms of M, so that there are only finitely many (M, T) -orbits
of forms satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1. In § 4 we complete the
proof of Theorem 1 by showing that each (M, jT)-orbit is a union of at
most finitely many (K,S)-orbits.

In § 5, we use Hermite's method to deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1
in the classical case K = Q; and in § 6 we indicate the modifications we
need to make to Hermite's theory when K is a number field. We might
well have restricted ourselves to the case K = Q, which contains most of
the interest; but such laziness could be very annoying to someone who
really needed the general result.

NOTATION. AS usual, Q, Z, and N denote the rationals, the rational
integers, and the natural numbers; R is the real and C the complex field.
I f / i s a form, we always use the notations fP for a transform of/and D(f)
for the discriminant of / defined above. Throughout the paper, K is a
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fixed algebraic number field with integers o^, 8 is a finite set of primes
of K, and os is the ring of ^-integers of K\ (K, #)-equivalence has been
defined above. Later, we construct a field M 2 K with integers £)M; the
set of primes of M above 8 is T, and £)T is the ring of T-integers of M.

2. We say tha,tf(x,y) is a split form over o^ if

' (2)
J = l

with OLJJ^J G Oĵ . In this section, we prove

PROPOSITION 1. There are only finitely many (K,S)-orbits of split forms
f over 0% with deg(/) ^ 3 and D(f) G O|.

We need two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Every cubic split form f{x,y) over Oĵ  with D(f) e Og is
(K,8)-equivalent to xy(x + y).

Proof. Take P so that the corresponding dual projective transformation
takes the points (1,0), (0,1), (1,1) of the projective line to (o ,̂ — jSJ,
(«2» -&)> (aa> -&$)• Explicitly,

P : (x, y) -> {ax + by, ex + dy)

with a = Aals 6 = — Aj81} c = jua2, d = — /x]82, and

Write gr(*,y) = xy{x + y), then grP(a:,y) = (detP)/(a:,y) and

so / ~ g.
K,S

LEMMA 2. The projective line x + y = z has only finitely many points
(x, y, z) with coordinates x, y, z e oj .

The most convenient reference for this lemma, essentially due to
Mahler, is Lang ([7]). Lang deduces it from Siegel's theorem about the
finiteness of the number of integral points on a curve; though this theorem
is ineffective, it is possible to deduce an effective version of the lemma
from Baker's theorem, cf. Coates ([2]).

Proof of Proposition 1. Let f{x,y) = n {^ — PjV) ^ e a split form over
Oj£ with D(f) e oj. After Lemma 1, we may suppose n ^ 4; say/ = gh with

9fay) = ft («fB-&y)» hfay) = II
1 4
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Since all the otj, fa e oK, D{g) e oj , so by Lemma 1 there is a transformation
P E GL2(oK) and A e of so that gP{x,y) = \xy{x + y). But now

with Yp 8] e oK, and

D{fP) = n (YA - rA)2 ft yWin + 8;-)
2 e o

4< i<^ 44

I t follows that yp Sp yi + 8j e of when 4 ^ j < n, so by Lemma 1 there
are only finitely many possibilities for y^/Sj, and the proposition follows.

3. LEMMA 3. Suppose thatf(x,y) e oK[x,y] and D(f) e o|. Let L be the
splitting field of f(x,l) and let DL/K be the relative discriminant. Then

Proof. Let 6 = 9V ...,6n be the roots of f(x, 1) = Hfta^71-* = 0; it will
be enough to show that DK{e)/K G O|, for L is the composite of the iT(^).
Since 2 a$n~i = 0, ao6 is a root of 2 (a^a,,*-1)*"-* = 0; so a0^ is an algebraic
integer. But now

-^ + ̂ iaQd + a^-^a^Aa^ + a^y = 0,

so ao6
2 + axd is an algebraic integer. We successively deduce that

£a.0>-+i-* = 7?rj say,

is integral for r = 0,..., n — 2. Hence 1,7)0, -qx,..., r)n_2 form the basis for a
submodule of the integers of K{6). The discriminant of this basis is
precisely D(f) e o | ; so the discriminant of K(6) over K is in o| .

LEMMA 4. .For given m, there are only finitely many extensions L of K
with [L : K] = m and DL/K e oj.

Proof. If T is the set of rational primes that either divide DK/Q or lie
below primes of S, then [L : Q] ^ m\K : Q] and DL/Q e Zy; so it is enough
to check the lemma for K = Q. If p e T and ep is the ramification index
of p in L then the power vp(DL/Q) oip in DL/Q is bounded by vp(ep) + ep — l
(q.v., [13]); ê , is bounded by [L : Q], so DL/Q is bounded. As is well
known ([4]), there are only finitely many number fields with given
discriminant, so the lemma follows.

PROPOSITION 2. There is a field M with integers £)M such that all forms
f(x,y) e oK[x,y] with deg(/) = n and D(f) e o | become split forms over
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Proof. In the first place, by Lemmas 3 and 4 there are only finitely
many possibilities for the splitting field of f(x, 1); take L to be the
compositum of these possibilities; then f{x,y) factors as

with 8V ...,Bn 6 L. Take M as the absolute class field of L and write £)M

for the ring of integers of M; then every ideal of L becomes principal in M,
so we may write Bj = j83-/a,- where jfy, a3- are coprime integers in £)M. I t
follows by Gauss' lemma that

f{y) {j
I

with A G £)M 5 which is what we want.

4. In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1. From
Propositions 1 and 2, we know that given K, 8, n there is a finite extension
M of K and a finite set 2" of primes of M such that there are only finitely
many (M, T)-orbits of forms / 6 oK[x,y] with deg(/) = n and D(f) e o|.
We need to climb down, by showing that if 2 is one of these (M, T)-orbits
then 2 is the union of finitely many {K, #)-orbits. Denote by DM the
integers of M and by !DT the T-integers of M.

Suppose that / e 2 ; as in Proposition 2, M is a splitting field for / , so
every a 6 Gal(M/K) gives a permutation of the roots of/. Suppose that
g E 2 ; then there exist P e GL2(£)M) and A 6 Oy so that / P = Agr. In
particular, P induces a mapping P*: B h> (d# — 6)/(a — c0) of the roots of
/ onto the roots of g; we say that f xg if we can find P so that
CT-1P*CT(^) = P*(0J for all roots Bi of/(0,1) = 0, and for all a e Gal{M/K).
Clearly « is an equivalence relation, and since Gal(M/K) is finite, 2 is a
finite union of («)-orbits.

It remains to show that each (»)-orbit is a finite union of (K, #)-orbits;
this will follow from Lemma 6.

LEMMA 5. Suppose that f « g; then we can number the roots Bx, ...,Bnoff
and <px,...,<pn of g so that <pt = ^po W (* = 1,...,w) with 60,.. . ,bn_x s K.

Proof. Suppose that / factors as fx ...fr where flt...,fr are irreducible
polynomials of K[x], coprime since D(f) # 0. Suppose tha t fx has
degree Jc, and let its roots be Bx,...,Bk. Since g~f, say fp = \g with
<J-XP*OB = P*B for every root B of/, it follows tha t g factors as gx...gr with
the same splitting fields, and if <px = P*BX is the root of gx corresponding to
the root 8X of fx then cpx e K(BX). I t follows tha t <px = hx(Bx) with
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hx(x) G K[x], deg(A1) < deg(</1) = k, and by conjugacy

We choose h^x) (I = 2, ...,r) similarly, and finish off by using the
Chinese remainder theorem to choose h(x) = XJU1 bfrf e K[x] so that
h(x) = hjfa) moduloft(x) (I = l,...,r).

LEMMA 6. Suppose that T consists precisely of the primes of M above 8.
Then each (x)-orbit Q. is a finite union of (K,S)-orbits.

Proof. Suppose that f,g e Q; then the roots of / , g match up as
described in Lemma 5, and we may suppose that

X (i = 1, . . . ,n). (3)
\;=0 /

Regard (3) as n equations in the four unknowns a,b,c,d: by hypothesis,
these equations are soluble with a,b,c,d e DM, ad — bce £)*i. The auto-
morphisms a e Ga\(M/K) simply permute the equations; so there is a
non-trivial solution of (3) with a1)b1,cvd1 e Oĵ . For n ^ 3, the trans-
formation P* mapping 61,...,6n to <pv ...,<pn is unique; so avbvcvd1

are proportional to a, b, c, d. Let V = {av . •., â } be a set of representatives
for the ideal classes of Oĵ , including (1) as the representative of the
principal class; then we may suppose (avbx,cvdx) = ate V. Write Px for
the map (x,y) (-> (axx + bxy,cxx + dxy), then since a,b,c,d G Z)M and
ad — 6c G O^ it follows that cr^detPj e o|. If we make successive
transformations Pv ..., Pk so that the product ax... ak of the corresponding
ideals is principal, then we may remove the common factor j8 from the
elements of the matrix Q = Pk...Px and so obtain a matrix §~XQ G GL2(O.K;)

with detfjS-1^) G o|. It follows that the (»)-orbit Q. may be split as the
union of at most h sub-orbits Clv ...,£lk so that, if f,g are in the same
sub-orbit Q.i} there is a matrix Q e GL2(o^:) with detQ e oj and an
element A e K so t ha t / 0 = A .̂ It follows that/ , g are (K, <S)-equivalent.

This completes the proof of Lemma 6 and hence of Theorem 1.

5. The classical reduction theory devised by Hermite ([3]) applies only
to the action of GL2(Z) on rational forms; it is not particularly difficult
to produce the analogous theory for GL2(0jE:), but it is a bit complicated,
so in this section we use the classical theory to prove Theorem 2 in the
case K = Q, and postpone the modifications necessary for general K to § 6.

Iif(x,y) e Z[x,y], we may factorize

/(*,?) = ft (y/*-8#) (4)
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with yp Sj 6 C, in several ways of course. With such a factorization, we
associate the definite quadratic form

<p(X, Y) = Sly^X-SjIf = AX*-2BXY + CY\
say, where

S

with determinant

A(9P) = MAC -B*) = 2£|Siyi-S,.yJ2.

Define

where the minimum is taken over all factorizations (4). It is easy enough
to show that if D(f) ^ 0 this minimum is positive and attained. Denote
the quadratic form associated with/with A(<y?) = A(/) by <pf\ say t ha t / i s
reduced (with respect to GL2(Z)) if <pf is reduced, that is,

\B\^A^C,
which implies

AC ^ £A(/).

If P is a real transformation P: (x,y) -> (ax + by,cx + dy), then the
form <pP is associated with the factorization

of/P; it follows that if A G R* and P e GL2{R), then

LEMMA 7. If f(x,y) = ^ajX^iyi e Z[x,y] is square free then it is
$L2(Z)-equivalent to a reduced form.

Iff (x, y) is reduced, then \ ar \ is bounded in terms of A(/) for r = 1,..., n.

The first part of the lemma is immediate. To check the second part of
the lemma, at any rate for n > 2, we note that if / is reduced then

(n\
On the other hand, ar is a sum of I I terms of degree r in the S's and

(n — r) in the y's; so

and, finally, since aQ,ax 6 Z and a0, ax are not both zero,

either | Hy,-| = |ao| ^ 1 or | UYj\ | SBt/yj\ = \a,\ > 1,

whence (Sly^HMSIfyl2) > 1 and S|83-|
2 < A'
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COROLLABY (Hermite). Given Ao, there are only finitely many SL2(Z)-
orbits of binary forms of degree n with 0 < A(/) ^ Ao.

Proof of Theorem 2 for K = Q. Let Do be an integer and S be the set of
primes dividing Do. By Theorem 1, there are only finitely many (Q,$)-
orbits of forms / of degree n with D(f) = Do. Suppose now that / , g are in
the same (Q, $)-orbit with D(f) = D(g) = Do; then fP = g for some
P £ GL2(R), and since D{f) = D(g), detP = ± 1. Hence A(/) = &(g); so
by Lemma 7 there are only finitely many possibilities for g up to SL2(Z)-
equi valence.

COROLLARY OF THEOREM 2. Up to translations of the type oc-
with m e Z, there are only finitely many algebraic integers a e Q whose
discriminant has a given value D(a) = Do e Z.

Proof of Corollary. The discriminant of a is the discriminant of the
monic polynomial f(x, 1) of which a is the root. If D(ot) is bounded, then
the degree of a is bounded (by the argument of Lemma 4, since the least
discriminant of a number field of degree n tends to infinity with n). There
are only finitely many SL2(Z)-orbits of forms of given degree and
discriminant DQ. Let / be a fixed form in one of these orbits; the leading
coefficient of f(ax + by,cx + dy) is f(a,c) and, if deg(/) ^ 3, f(a,c) = 1
has only finitely many solutions in integers (see [14], [2]). So the number
of monic forms in the orbit of / is finite up to the obvious translations
(x,y) ->• (x+my,y). The corollary is still true for quadratic integers;
for, indeed, if deg(a) = 2 and D(<x) = D then a = m + %{D + J[D]), with
m e Z.

6. Finally, we need to describe a reduction theory for binary forms over
oK, when K is a finite number field. Though such a theory has been
worked out (e.g. by Ramanathan), it does not seem to be available in the
literature. Suppose that [K : Q] = m, and that there are r independent
embeddings of K into R and s pairs of complex embeddings of K into C,
so that r + 2s = m. Denote by a(1),..., a(r) the images of an element a e K
under the r real embeddings K -> R, and denote by a(r+1), . . . ,a( r+s ) the
images of a under s complex embeddings K ->• C, one embedding from
each conjugate pair. Throughout this section, / is square free.

Let f{x,y)eoK[x,y], and let / (1 ) , . . . , / ( r + s ) be the corresponding
images o f / i n R[x,y] and C[x,y]. Take factorizations

w h e r e t h e y j f c ) a n d 8}k), w h e n 1 ^ j ^ n a n d 1 ^ k 4, r + s , a r e c o m p l e x
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numbers, not necessarily conjugates. Define associated forms

i

so that <p{k) is a real definite quadratic form for k = 1, ...,r and a definite
Hermitian form for k = r + 1, ...,r + s; write

<p<k)(X, Y) = A^XX-B^XY-B^XY+C^YY
so that

A™ = Syjfc)y}*\

Denote the space of (r + s)-tuples <p of forms

with <p{1), ...,<p(r) real positive quadratic and <p{r+1),...,<p{r+s) positive
Hermitian forms by Jf. A transformation P: (x, y) t-> {ax + by, ex + dy)
of GL2(iQ acts naturally on 3P by

P+: <p{k)(x,y) -> y><fc)(a(fc)a; + 6(&)2/>c
(&)a; + d(fc)2/).

Humbert ([5], [6]) shows that there is a finite set W of matrices of
GL2(K) and a constant T (depending only on K) so that every
(r + «)-tuple tfi = (ip{1), ...,0<r+«>) e ^ is equivalent by W.GL2(oK) to an
(r + a)-tuple {<p{1), . . . ,^( r+s )) with

|JJ(fc)/^(fc)| < r (Jfc= l,...,r + s). (5)

(This is essentially due to Blumenthal ([1]), who asserts that every ifj is
equivalent by GL2(o^) to a <p satisfying (5). Unfortunately, as Maass
pointed out in [8], this is true only when 02c n a s class number 1;
BlumenthaPs argument was rescued by putting in the finite set W. We
are grateful to Raghavan, Ramanathan, and Rangachari for giving us
these references.) Call an element <p e ffl reduced, if it satisfies (5); so
every element of 2riP is equivalent by W.SL2(oK) to a reduced form, but
this reduction is by no means unique.

Now let f(x,y) e Oz:[x,y]. For each k, take the factorization oif{k)(x,y)
for which | A(<j?(fc))| is minimal; we thus get a definite element <pf of J f
associated with / . Define

Say that / is reduced if <pf satisfies (5).

LEMMA 8. Given a positive real number Ao, there are only finitely many
GL2(oK)-orbits of forms f e oK[x, y] with 0 < A(/) < Ao and deg(/) = n.
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Proof. Since W is finite and every / is W.GL2(oK) equivalent to a
reduced form, it is enough to show that there are only finitely many
reduced forms with A(/) < Ao. But, by (5), if/ is reduced,

(S|y}*}l2)2<S|y5fc)l2S|85fc)|2^A0 (k = i,...
now

hence
\a{

t
k)\<^Aln {2t^n),

so there are only finitely many possibilities for at for 2t ^n; since a0,ax

are not both zero, we obtain a lower bound for 21 yj&> I2 21 S$fc) |2, so an
upper bound for a\k) valid for all t, k. So there are only finitely many
reduced/with A(/) ^ Ao.

The general case of Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 8 as
the particular case K = Q followed from Theorem 1 and Lemma 7.
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